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Phenomena that are highly sensitive to magnetic fields can be exploited in
sensors and non-volatile memories [1]. The scaling of such phenomena down to
the single molecule level [2, 3] may enable novel spintronic devices [4]. Here
we report magnetoresistance in a single molecule junction arising from nega-
tive differential resistance that shifts in a magnetic field at a rate two orders
of magnitude larger than Zeeman shifts. This sensitivity to the magnetic field
produces two voltage-tunable forms of magnetoresistance, which can be selected
via the applied bias. The negative differential resistance is caused by transient
charging [5–7] of an iron phthalocyanine (FePc) molecule on a single layer of
copper nitride (Cu2N) on a Cu(001) surface, and occurs at voltages correspond-
ing to the alignment of sharp resonances in the filled and empty molecular states
with the Cu(001) Fermi energy. An asymmetric voltage-divider effect enhances
the apparent voltage shift of the negative differential resistance with magnetic
field, which inherently is on the scale of the Zeeman energy [8]. These results
illustrate the impact that asymmetric coupling to metallic electrodes can have
on transport through molecules, and highlight how this coupling can be used to
develop molecular spintronic applications.
Research into magnetoresistance [9, 10] has been driven by the widespread use of giant
magnetoresistance (GMR) sensors in hard drives as well as other applications such as mag-
netoresistive random access memory (MRAM) [1]. To reach even higher storage densities,
research has begun to concentrate on magnetoresistance at the atomic scale [2, 3, 11]. For
a single molecule, however, the small area for enclosing flux and modest energy scales as-
sociated with electronic Zeeman shifts typically make it difficult to tune magnetoresistive
phenomena with an external magnetic field.
Another electron transport phenomenon with technological relevance is negative differ-
ential resistance (NDR) [5, 7, 12–19], in which an increase in voltage causes a decrease in
current. Commercial devices, such as the resonant tunnelling diode, utilise these regions
in specialised applications [20, 21]. Various mechanisms cause NDR at the atomic scale
[5, 7, 12–19], though none are expected to have a magnetic field dependence that would
shift the NDR on a scale larger than the Zeeman energy.
Using low temperature scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) (see Supplementary Meth-
ods), we observe an NDR effect for FePc molecules placed in a vacuum junction on top of
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a Cu(001) surface capped with a single layer of Cu2N (Fig. 1). Cu2N is a thin insulator
that can decouple the spins of magnetic atoms from the underlying surface [22]; FePc is a
magnetic molecule that can be easily sublimed [23–25] and is observed to have interesting
magnetic properties on thin insulating layers [26]. On Cu2N, FePc is centred above both Cu
and N sites. The two binding sites can be differentiated using atomically resolved imaging
and spectroscopic measurements; typical spectra of both types are seen in Fig. 1c. Further-
more, a broad distribution of binding angles is observed, with shallow peaks at 0◦, 18◦, and
45◦ with respect to the crystallographic axes. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations
(see Supplementary Methods) indicate relatively weak variations in the binding energy with
angle (see Supplementary Table and Supplementary Data).
Remarkably, when a magnetic field is applied the NDR minimum can shift by two orders
of magnitude more than the electronic Zeeman effect (Fig. 1c), here almost 0.1 V for an
applied field of 6 T. To our knowledge such magnetic sensitivity has not been observed for
other systems exhibiting NDR. The NDR effect is observed in 12.5% of the molecules (23 out
of 184), at both positive and negative bias, and at a variety of voltages for different molecules
on both Cu and N sites (Supplementary Fig. 2). NDR is observed at various binding angles
for both sites, suggesting that NDR occurs on molecules with different binding geometries.
In almost all cases (see Supplementary Methods), NDR was observed only at the centre of
the FePc molecule (i.e. above the Fe atom, see Supplementary Fig. 3).
A more detailed dependence of the changes in the NDR spectra with perpendicular mag-
netic field is shown in Fig. 2a. As seen in Fig. 2b, the voltage of the NDR minimum shifts
approximately linearly with a slope of -15 mV/T. An increase in |B| shifts the NDR mini-
mum to lower (less positive / more negative) voltages, but the slope varies from molecule to
molecule, ranging from -2 mV/T up to -15 mV/T. Furthermore, our measurements suggest
that the shift of the NDR depends only on the magnitude of the field component perpen-
dicular to the plane, with an in-plane field of 1 T and a reversal of the sign of the magnetic
field having no impact. Additionally, on rare occasions we have observed sharp peaks in the
conductance spectra in similar voltage ranges that exhibit a similar dependence on B (see
Supplementary Fig. 4).
The ability to manipulate NDR with a magnetic field not only enables tuning of the volt-
age of the NDR minimum [28] but also results in the creation of a junction that exhibits two
novel magnetoresistance effects. Figure 3 shows a model of the NDR where the differential
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conductance line shape G(V,B) is represented by a Lorentzian dip that shifts linearly with
|B| on top of a constant background. For voltages that are more positive than the voltage of
the NDR minimum, the change in differential conductance ∆G(V,B) = G(V, B)−G(V, 0)
is always positive and increases with |B| until it saturates. Remarkably, however, the mag-
netoresistance ratio ∆G(V,B)
G(V,0)
can become arbitrarily large as V approaches the value at which
G(V, 0) = 0. Furthermore, its sign is positive or negative depending on the sign of G(V, 0);
we therefore label these the MR+ and MR- regions respectively. In practice, of course,
the arbitrarily large magnetoresistance ratio that occurs near the boundary of these two
regions would be limited by experimental constraints. The second magnetoresistance effect,
which we refer to as “cross-over magnetoresistance” (XMR), is manifested at voltages that
are more negative than the NDR minimum. In this regime, as seen in Fig. 3, ∆G(V,B)
initially becomes increasingly negative with |B| until it reaches a minimum value; after this,
it becomes more positive, crosses zero, and then saturates at a limiting value. The magnetic
field at which the polarity of the differential conductance “crosses over” varies with voltage,
creating a magnetic-field sensitive switch that is tunable with voltage. As seen in Fig. 2c,
both of these effects are observed for FePc on Cu2N.
To explain this novel manifestation of magnetically sensitive NDR (Supplementary Dis-
cussion), we suggest a mechanism based on transient charging that arises from the occupation
of molecular resonances [29]. This results in a change in the tunnelling rates through the
molecule that can increase or decrease the differential conductance, with the latter resulting
in NDR. Sharp states corresponding to a two-step resonant tunnelling process between the
tip, the molecule, and the substrate have been observed in studies of individual molecules
on thin insulators [6]. In the resonant tunnelling process, voltage is dropped across both
barriers (vacuum and Cu2N) in the tunnel junction, with most of the drop expected to occur
in the vacuum between the tip and the molecule (Fig. 4b). The small fraction of the applied
bias voltage dropped across the thin insulator therefore shifts the molecular orbitals with
respect to the substrate Fermi energy.
Because the fraction of the voltage dropped across the thin insulator varies with the
relative size of the tip-molecule gap, the hallmark of this mechanism is a shifting of the
NDR minimum with the height of the tip above the surface [6]. As seen in Fig. 4c, the
NDR minimum clearly shifts closer to the Fermi energy as the set point current (tip height)
is increased (decreased). Fig. 4d further shows that position of the NDR minimum shifts
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linearly with tip height, as expected. DFT calculations in which an electric field has been
added to the system also show that a finite potential drop exists between the molecule and
the substrate.
In these asymmetric, double-barrier tunnel junctions, the strongest resonance occurs when
one of the molecular orbitals aligns with the Fermi energy in the substrate (Fig. 4b) because
the molecule is more strongly coupled to the substrate than to the tip [29]. Depending on
whether the alignment occurs with an empty or filled orbital, the molecule can be transiently
negatively or positively charged respectively during the transport process; since these occur
at negative and positive bias respectively [6] and can result in either increased or decreased
differential conductance [7], the NDR can occur in either polarity of bias voltage for different
molecules. Note that this charging is a consequence of the extended lifetime of the tunnelling
electron on the molecule: if the tip were moved away the molecule would quickly return to
its neutral state.
Because the molecular levels shift with respect to the Fermi energy by much less than
the applied bias voltage, the apparent voltage scale of the resonance is enhanced [6, 7]. This
can be quantified by considering the behaviour with temperature. As seen in Fig. 5a, the
NDR minimum becomes dramatically more shallow and broad with increasing temperature.
Figure 5c shows that the depth of the NDR minimum decreases with a 1/T dependence,
where T is the substrate temperature, as expected for thermal smearing. The full width
at half maximum (FWHM) is shown in Fig. 5b and is found to increase linearly with a
rate of approximately (225 ± 11) kB/e, where kB is the Boltzmann constant and e is the
magnitude of the electron charge. The expected broadening for thermal smearing from the
Fermi seas in the tip and the substrate is 3.5 kB/e, so for this molecule the enhancement is
225/3.5 ∼ 65.
Owing to the enhancement factor, the levels responsible for the NDR minimum shift
with magnetic field at a much smaller intrinsic rate than the observed movement of the
mimima: for the spectra shown in Fig. 2, this would correspond to an intrinsic shift of
231 µeV/T, which is of the order of the Zeeman energy. Zeeman splitting of such sharp
molecular resonances into doublets has been observed in the presence of a magnetic field [8].
This shows that an asymmetric junction not only can significantly influence the electronic
properties of the junction [30] but also allows for the enhancement of energy scales, causing
small shifts in energy to be magnified.
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In this case, the fact that NDR is observed only over the centre of FePc molecules suggests
that the resonant levels are associated with the Fe d-orbitals. Furthermore, because of the
large exchange splitting between the majority and minority Fe d-levels (see Supplementary
Fig. 1), the resonant levels are spin-polarised and non-degenerate; they would therefore shift
in the presence of a magnetic field rather than splitting. Since most of the levels close to the
Fermi energy are minority spin states (see Supplementary Fig. 1), it is sensible that we have
only observed resonances shifting in one direction with field. The lack of an observed shift
with the application of a small in-plane magnetic field is consistent with an axial anisotropy
for the total d-electron moment, oriented out of the plane, as has been observed for FePc
on CuO [26].
In a simple parallel-plate capacitor model of the tunnel junction formed by the tip, the
molecule, and the underlying metal, the enhancement factor can also be described by the
fraction of the voltage that is dropped across the Cu2N: d
∗/(d∗ + z), where d = d∗ is the
distance between the molecule and the underlying metal,  is the effective dielectric constant
of the Cu2N monolayer, and z is the distance between the molecule and the tip. Although
there are no existing direct measurements of  for Cu2N, we can estimate d ∼ (0.55±0.05) nm
and z ∼ (0.60 ± 0.10) nm (Supplementary Methods) to obtain  ∼ (60 ± 12), which is
approximately an order of magnitude greater than for other thin insulators like aluminium
oxide. Therefore, using the simple model shown here, both the high effective dielectric
constant and the thinness of the Cu2N play a role in creating an enhancement value that is
much higher than that observed on other thin insulators [6].
Furthermore, the large enhancement factor explains the low number of molecules for
which NDR is observed. In principle, all of the molecules should exhibit this phenomenon.
However, the spectroscopic window in which we can measure is limited to ∼ ±2.5 V by
the stability of the molecules. As the enhancement factor is ∼ 60, this results in our
measurements only being sensitive to levels within ∼ 40 mV of the Fermi energy. Because
the spectroscopy on each molecule varies, we can only observe NDR for molecules in which
the appropriate levels lie close enough to the Fermi energy to fall within our measurement
window.
In summary, we observe magnetically sensitive NDR in a single-molecule junction arising
from resonant tunnelling producing charging in the molecule. The effective shift of the NDR
with magnetic field is enhanced by the inherent voltage division across the two asymmet-
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ric tunnelling barriers; this allows for the creation of novel magnetoresistance phenomena.
Similar enhancement of the effective energy scale for other multi-step tunnelling phenom-
ena, both magnetic and non-magnetic in origin, should be possible. Furthermore, the size
of the enhancement can be controlled by tuning the asymmetry of the tunnelling barriers,
which can be modified by making physical or chemical changes to the junction by using
different thin insulators or molecules [7, 26, 32–34] . This highlights the prominent role that
the junction itself can play in defining the properties of the smallest possible electronic and
spintronic device architectures.
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FIG. 1. FePc on Cu2N/Cu(001). a) Schematic of the experimental configuration with the tunnel
junction formed by the STM tip and Cu2N/Cu with the FePc molecule sitting in between. Atoms
in the molecule and Cu2N/Cu are colour coded: grey=C, white=H, blue=N, orange=Fe, light
brown=Cu. The tip (red and brown) is PtIr, however the last atoms are likely Cu because the tip
is often indented into the surface to reshape it. b) STM topograph of the surface showing various
FePc molecules (Vset = −1.0 V, Iset = 0.1 nA). c) dI/dV spectroscopy measurements taken above
the centre of different molecules (Vset = −2.5 V, Iset = 0.8 nA). Two general classes are observed
depending on binding site. Representative spectra for Cu and N sites (green and blue respectively)
taken at B = 6 T are shown, but the features can vary significantly from molecule to molecule.
Red spectra show a clear NDR feature, which appears in 12.5% of the molecules. This can shift by
up to -15 mV/T, as seen in spectra taken at 0 T (red) and 6 T (black). The magnetic field only
moves features in the NDR region: other features in the spectrum remain constant. Traces have
been offset vertically for clarity; dI/dV = 0 is indicated by a dashed line for each trace.
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FIG. 2. Differential conductance changes caused by magnetic field sensitive NDR. a) Differential
conductance spectra (Vset = −2.5 V, Iset = 0.8 nA) acquired above the centre of an FePc molecule
displaying NDR at B = 0 T, 1.5 T, 3.0 T, 4.5 T, and 6.0 T (as labelled). As B is increased the
NDR region moves to lower voltages. Spectra are offset vertically for clarity. Vertical dashed lines
indicate 1.85 V (red), 1.90 V (blue), and 1.95 V (black). b) NDR minimum vs. B, with the solid
line showing a gradient of -15mV/T. Error bars show the uncertainty in defining the minimum for
each spectrum. c) ∆G(V,B) = G(V, B) − G(V, 0) versus B at 1.95 V (black), 1.9 V (blue), and
1.85 V (red).
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FIG. 3. Model of magnetically sensitive NDR. a) Differential conductance versus voltage for con-
stant differential conductance background with an NDR feature that shifts linearly with |B|; two
values of B, B = 0 (thick black curve) and |B| > 0 (thin grey curve), are shown. Arrows mark
voltages shown in panels below. The voltage ranges in which there is a monotonic and “cross-over
magnetoresistance” change in ∆G and the magnetoresistance ratio are labelled MR± and XMR±
respectively. All units have arbitrary dimensions. b) ∆G vs. B in XMR+ and XMR- regime. c)
Corresponding magnetoresistance ratio from panel b. d) ∆G vs. B in MR+ and MR- regime. e)
Corresponding magnetoresistance ratio from panel d.
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FIG. 4. Tunnelling across a double barrier junction. a) Junction at V = 0, with the Fermi levels
of the tip and substrate aligned. Solid horizontal lines indicate the filled and empty states of the
molecule; dashed horizontal line is a reference between these levels. b) Junction at V = Vres > 0,
when the voltage dropped across the thin insulator (i.e. between the molecule and the underlying
Cu surface) Vm−s aligns the molecular orbital with the Fermi level of the substrate. The remaining
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the molecular levels to shift with respect to the substrate Fermi level. Note that the potentials
account for the negative sign of the charge carriers. c) Selected dI/dV vs. voltage spectra (Vset =
−1.8 V) obtained at Iset =25 pA (black), 250 pA (blue), and 500 pA (red). d) NDR minimum
versus change in tip-substrate distance ∆z, which is calibrated using I(z) spectroscopy. As the tip
moves towards the substrate (higher current setpoint), the NDR minimum shifts linearly closer to
the Fermi energy, as highlighted by the solid red line.
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